
A COUPLED NEWTON-KRYLOV SOLVER FOR IMPROVEDCHAD CACHE UTILIZATION AND PERFORMANCE �Thomas R. Can�eld, Tai-Hsin Chien, Henry M. Domanus,Adrian M. Tentner, Constantine P. Tzanos, Richard A. Valentin,and David P. WeberArgonne National Laboratory, 9700 S. Cass Ave., Argonne, IL 60439-4844AbstractCHAD (Computational Hydrodynamics for Ad-vanced Design) is a computer program that hasbeen developed to analyze ows in automotiveand defense applications. Extensive performanceanalysis of the CHAD computer program in-dicated a need to address cache memory useto increase computational performance. Sev-eral strategies have been adopted to achieve thisgoal: simultaneous solution of the coupled Navier-Stokes equations, data clustering, and data order-ing. A coupled Newton-Krylov solver has been in-corporated into a version of the CHAD program,resulting in consistent improvement in run timesthat varies from 50% to 200%. Further work willbe required to tune the solver for optimal perfor-mance. In addition, experiments with data clus-ter and reordering indicate a potential for perfor-mance improvement.IntroductionCHAD (Computational Hydrodynamics for Ad-vanced Design) was originally developed underthe Super Computing Automotive ApplicationsPartnership (SCAAP) with the United StatesCouncel for Automotive Research (USCAR) and�ve U.S. Department of Energy laboratories: Ar-gonne, Lawrence Livermore, Los Alamos, OakRidge, and Sandia National Laboratories. It com-putes three-dimensional uid ows with chemical�Work supported by U.S. Department of Energy underContract W-31-109-Eng-38.

reactions and fuel sprays. It is the successor tothe KIVA code, which has become a standard re-search computer program for device-level model-ing of internal combustion engines. CHAD is in-tended for use in modeling automotive design ap-plications, including combustion, interior airow(HVAC), under-hood cooling and exterior ows.The CHAD computer program o�ers improvedtechnology for device-level simulation of combus-tion processes in terms of exible modeling andincreased accuracy. The current version of theprogram will model internal combustion engines(ICEs) using spray models and species trans-port. However, higher-�delity ICE simulationwith CHAD will require two types of algorith-mic improvements. Improvements in the numeri-cal methods will lead to increased computationalperformance in existing models and higher reso-lution in terms of the number of computationalcells. Improvements in the physical modeling willenable higher accuracy to be realized.Control Volume FormulationThe integral conservation equations for mass, mo-mentum, and energy have the following genericform: ddt ZV �Q dV + ZA �Q(u� v) � n dA= ZA �DQrQ � n dA+ ZV SQ dV;where Q is the transport variable, � is uid thedensity, u is the uid density, v is the mesh veloc-



ity, DQ is the di�usivity, and SQ is the source. InCHAD, the discretization of this equation requiresthat the variables be colocated at the vertices.This is accomplished through a combination ofstreamline upwinding and explicit node couplingto control di�erencing of transport terms. Detailsof this approach are given in [4].The least complex option in CHAD is the so-lution of the nonlinear Navier-Stokes equations.In this case there are �ve sets of equations corre-sponding to Q : (1; h; u; v; w). The resultant �nitedi�erence equations are rearranged into �ve setsof nonlinear residual equations involving the 5Nindependent vertex variables:Ri�(qn+1j� ; qnj�; t;�t) = 0;where the latin indices i and j denote the N in-dependent �eld variables p; T; u; v; and w.For known qni� , given time t and time step �t,the solution ofRi�(qn+1j;� ) = 0is sought.Segmented SolverCHAD uses a segregated strategy for the itera-tive solution of the residual equations (see Figure1). In this approach the residual equations asso-ciated with mass, momentum, and enthalpy vari-ables are solved sequentially while holding nonas-sociated variables �xed. The associated variablesare updated between each solve, and the processis repeated until the overall system has converged.This solution strategy has been used in manyCFD codes primarily because it requires less CPUmemory. The method does not follow the steepestdescent of the Jacobian for coupled system, butcan be accelerated in some cases with judiciousupdates of the non-associated variables betweenthe segregated solves.A version of CHAD has been instrumented withPETSc [2] logging functions. Timings for a typi-cal problem are given in Table 1. Timing studiesindicate that CHAD spends most of time solv-ing the residual equations. The measurements in-dicate that the largest amount of time is spent

Iterate:(1) Solve momentum equations !�u;�v;�w and ��(2) updateu; v; w and �(3) Solve enthalpy equation !�h;�T and ��(4) updateh; T and �(5) Solve pressure equation !�p;�T;�u;�v;�w and ��(6) updatep; T; u; v; w and �(7) Break if convergedFigure 1: Outline of CHAD's Segregated Solver.solving the pressure equation. For compressibleows, this takes about 30% of the total time.For incompressible ows, CHAD is much less e�-cient. CHAD approximates incompressible uidsby introducing an arti�cially large bulk modulus.With the same geometry and boundary condition,CHAD spends 65% of the time solving the pres-sure equation.It was conjectured that more accurate solutionof the pressure equation might improve the over-all performance of CHAD and possibly acceleratethe convergence of the segregated solver. Experi-ments were performed to test this conjecture. Inthe test code the original SOR solver for the pres-sure equations was replaced with GMRES fromPETSc. The modi�ed code was able to solve thepressure equation much more accurately, but theiteration counts for the segregated solver did notdecrease. For this reason no further re�nementswere made to the modi�ed pressure solver.1FUN3DRecent experience with the NASA code, FUN3D[1], suggests that substantial increase in perfor-mance can be achieved by using an alternativestrategy of solving the coupled nonlinear Navier-1We note that the most current version of CHAD useGMRES in place of SOR for the segregated solves.



Compressible IncompressiblePhase Time Time(sec) (sec)Total Time 232.06 571.88Hydro-Loop 129.76 469.03Pressure Solve 66.44 417.82Pressure Residual 40.55 359.02Momentum Solve 36.22 26.35Energy Solve 11.47 11.00Momentum Residual 15.70 8.36Energy Residual 2.71 2.96Table 1: Performance of CHAD's segregated solver on aproblem with 10648 vertex control volumes running on 8processors of an SGI Origin 2000 with 250 MHz R10000IP27 processors with 256 MB of local memory. Note: Thetimes are inclusive.Stokes equations [3]. This approach, when com-bined with data restructuring and reordering, canlead to a �vefold increase in overall performance.CHAD is similar to FUN3D in many respects.Both codes use unstructured grids. They bothuse a node centric �nite volume formulation of theNavier-Stokes equations. Evaluation of integralsover the vertex cells uses an edgewise constructionin both codes. Some of the underlying data struc-tures are similar. For these reasons CHAD mightbene�t by adopting a similar solution strategy.There are fundamental di�erences between thetwo codes. FUN3D is written in FORTRAN77 whereas CHAD is written in FORTRAN 90.CHAD uses some of the advanced features ofFORTRAN 90. The parallel implementation andthe data distribution are di�erent. For example,FUN3D shares vertex data on processor bound-aries in so-called ghost cells. Whereas the vertexdata in CHAD is assigned to a unique processorand is not shared. The data is shared in a gatheroperation where values from the distributed ver-tex arrays are placed into edge terminus arrays.Figure 2 illustrates how these approaches di�erin the calculation of the average of vertex quanti-ties associated with the edge terminuses onto themedian mesh points associated with the cell faces.The FUN3D approach to calculation of me-dian quantities uses less memory and allows forreuse of data fetched into local cache memory.The CHAD approach involves a vector operation

for all edges, im(i)=(v(edge(1,i))+v(edge(2,i)))/2.0for all edges, im(i)=(vt(1,i)+vt(2,i))/2.0Figure 2: FUN3D (top) and CHAD (bottom) approachto calculating and average value on the median mesh.that uses more memory and inhibits reuse. Thedi�erence in the approach is subtle. How thismay a�ect overall performance is di�cult to mea-sure. In rather simplistic loop experiments wehave found the FUN3D approach to be slightlymore e�cient. The results depend on many fac-tors, however, including the order of the accessingthe data, the size of the data, and the CPU archi-tecture. To appreciate how cache utilization cane�ect performance refer to Figure 3. As long aseverything involved in a calculation is availablein cache (cache hit), a high level of performanceis achieved. As soon as memory outside of cachehas to be accessed (cache miss), however, perfor-mance degrades.

Figure 3: Cache performance on the SGI Origin 2000,IBM SP3, and NEC laptop computer using a simple vec-tor+scalar loop.



Coupled Newton SolverThe new coupled equation solver that has beenimplemented in CHAD solves the combined resid-ual equations for mass, momentum, and enthalpy.These residual equations are solved using the non-linear equation solver available in PETSc. Thecombined routines eliminate redundant calcula-tions and reduce the communications time by afactor of two in the solution phase of a CHADcalculation.During each solve an inexact Newton iterationis used in the solution of nonlinear residuals:R(q) = 0;where q is updated by the approximationqk+1 = qk � [R0(qk)]�1R(qk); k = 0; 1; � � � :Starting with an initial guess, q0, and assumingR0(qk) is nonsingular, the Newton iteration is im-plemented by the following two steps:Solve R0(qk)�qk = �R(qk)Update qk+1 = qk +�qkThe method is inexact because R0(q) is usuallyapproximated rather than computed exactly.Table 2: Comparison of segregated solver and coupledsolver times for CHAD with various values of SNES con-vergence parameter. Problem is a simple duct with 16000cells run for 20 time steps on 16 processors of the SGIOrigin 2000. CPU Time SNES(sec) ToleranceSegregated 285.84 �Solver 192.35 10�3185.93 10�4Coupled 193.37 10�5Solver 193.97 10�6183.31 10�7212.39 10�8The early results are quite encouraging. In ini-tial studies we have scaled the residuals, a strat-egy that is roughly equivalent to approximating

the Jacobian with a diagonal matrix. Table 2gives the timing studies for one of our simple testcases.SummaryWe have successfully implemented a coupledNewton-Krylov solver in CHAD using PETSc.We have demonstrated speedup with the newmethod. Further studies are anticipated with var-ious types of preconditioners and approximate Ja-cobians.References[1] Anderson, W. K., and D. L. Bonhaus,\AnImplicit Upwind Algorithm for ComputingTurbulent Flows on Unstructured Grids,"Computers in Fluids 23, no. 1, 1{21, 1994.[2] Baly, S., W. D. Gropp, L. C. McInnes,and B. F. Smith, The Portable Extensi-ble Toolkit for Scienti�c Computing, version2.0.26, http://www.mcs.anl.gov/petsc, 1999.[3] Keyes, D. E., D. K. Kaushik, and B. F.Smith,\Perspectives for CFD on PetaopsSystems," CFD Review, ed. M. Hafez, WorldScienti�c, Singapore, pp. 1079{1096, 1998.[4] O'Rourke, P. J., and M. J. Sahota,\A Vari-able Explicit/Implicit Numerical Methodfor Calculating Advection on UnstructuredMeshes," J. Computational Physics 143,312{345, 1998.


